
a person's perception and

knowledge of their own body. it

consists of sensory images or

"maps" of the body stored in the

brain and it is learned mainly

through movement and experience

body

scheme
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a type of dysfunction in which

tactile sensations create negative

emotional reactions and even pain. it

is associated with anxiety,

distractibility, and even behavior

problems

tactile

defensiveness
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postrotary

nystagmus

a series of automatic back-and-forth eye

movements. different conditions produce

this reflex. a common way of producing

them is by an abrupt stop following a

series of rotations of the body. this

duration and regularity of postrotary

nystagmus are some of the indicators of

vestibular system efficiency. 
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the sensory system that responds to

the position of the head in relation

to gravity and accelerated or

decelerated movement; it integrates

neck, eye, and body adjustments to

movement

vestibular 

system
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the ability of the brain to

change or be changed as a

result of activity, especially as

one responds to sensations

neuro 

plasticity
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Ot is a health profession concerned

with improving a person's

occupational performance. in

pediatric settings, the therapist deals

with children whose occupations are

usually players, preschoolers, or

students

occupational 

therapy
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the ability of the brain to

conceive of, organize, and

carry out a sequence of

unfamiliar actions

motor 

planning
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a neurological process

integrating sensations

from both sides of the

body

bilateral 

integration
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the brain's regulation of its own

activity. modulation involves

facilitating some neural messages

to maximize a response, and

inhibiting other messages to

reduce irrelevant activity

sensory 

modulation
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an appropriate action in which the

individual responds successfully to

some environmental demand.

adaptive responses require good

sensory integration, and tghey

also further the seonsory

integrative process

adaptive 

response
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an irregularity or disorder in the brain

function that makes it difficult to

integrate sensory input effectively.

sensory integrative dysfunction may be

present in motor, learning,

social/emotional, speech/language, or

attention disorders

dysfunction of  

sensory integration
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The asymmetrical

positioning of a baby's

head resulting in

rotation and tilt to one

side

 torticollis

in infants



The use of exercises and physical

activities to help condition

muscles and restore or develop

strength and functional

movement.

physical

therapy



The treatment of speech,

language, social

communication, cognitive-

communication, and

swallowing disorders in

children and adults.

speech

therapy



Developmental dyspraxia is a

disorder characterized by an

impairment in the ability to

ideation, plan, and carry out

sensory and motor tasks.

developmental

dyspraxia



Childhood apraxia of speech is

a motor-speech disorder that

occurs when a child knows

what he/she wants to say but

is unable to form the words.

childhood

apraxia of speech



Receptive language is the

understanding of information

provided in a variety of ways

such as sounds and words;

movement and gestures; and signs

and symbols.

receptive

language



Expressive language is our

ability to communicate our

thoughts and feelings

through words, gestures,

signs, and/or symbols. 

expressive

language



Pragmatic Language

consists of the social

language skills that we use

in our daily interactions

with others. 

pragmatic

language



Articulation is the

process of making speech

sounds by moving the

tongue, lips, jaw, and

soft palate. 

speech

articulation



Postural Control involves

the ability to maintain

posture, stability, and

balance when moving

against gravity and in/out

of midline.

postural

control



Proprioception lets us

perceive the location,

movement, and action of

parts of the body. It

includes perception of joint

position and movement,

muscle force, and effort.

proprioception



This sense helps us understand

our body’s internal sensations

such as knowing if we’re hungry,

thirsty, hot, cold, or any other

feeling within the body as well

as emotions that may be linked

to physical sensations.

 

interoception


